Macao Polytechnic Institute

MPI is a public institution of higher learning funded by the Macao SAR Government. It features a strong faculty, state-of-the-art facilities, and excellence in teaching and research. Applications are invited to apply for full-time or part-time teaching positions in the following areas:

--- FULL-TIME POSITIONS ---

School of Languages & Translation
(Ref. 1213-ESLT-201) Chinese-Portuguese Translation and Interpretation Programme (4) (1 vacancy for Teaching Assistant)
Portuguese I / II, Portuguese Grammar

School of Public Administration
(Ref. 1213-ESAP-202) Computing Programme (2) (1 vacancy for Lecturer)
Enterprise Information Systems, Database Management, Artificial Intelligence, Gaming Technology

Qualifications: Candidates must possess a Master’s degree for the rank of Lecturer and a Bachelor’s degree for the rank of Teaching Assistant. Relevant teaching or working experience at the tertiary level is also desirable.

--- PART-TIME POSITIONS ---

School of Public Administration
(Ref. 1213-ESAP-203) Computing Programme (2) (6 vacancies)
Enterprise Information Systems, Database Management, Gaming Technology, Artificial Intelligence, Computer Game Design and Development*, Web Programming, Communication, Economics, Interpersonal Relations
(Ref. 1213-ESAP-204) Social Work Programme (1) (8 vacancies)
Social Work Electives, Fieldwork Supervision

School of Arts
(Ref. 1213-ESA-205) Design Programme (3) (8 vacancies)
(Ref. 1213-ESA-206) Visual Arts Programme (3) (1 vacancy)
Sociology of Art

School of Business
(Ref. 1213-GTRC-207) Gaming and Recreation Management Programme (1) (5 vacancies)

Qualifications: Candidates must possess at least a Master’s degree, or possess at minimum a Bachelor degree for the subject areas marked with **. Relevant teaching or working experience at the tertiary level is also desirable.

Media of Instruction: (1) Chinese; (2) English, (3) Chinese & English, (4) Chinese & Portuguese

Compensation and Benefits
The taxable salary level shall be determined in accordance with the candidate’s academic qualifications, current position and professional experience. Fringe benefits for full-time faculty members include medical benefits, 22 days paid annual vacation, as well as holiday, housing and other allowances. Full time faculty members are employed under a standard contract of employment.

| Annual salary for full-time positions: | Lecturer | MOP397,320 – MOP591,360 |
| (MOP8=US$1) | Teaching Assistant | MOP323,400 – MOP415,800 |
| Hourly salary for part-time positions: | MOP490 – MOP1,065 |

Please send applications specifying position / subject(s) applied for and quoting ref. no., and including a detailed curriculum vitae, copies of academic certificates and transcripts, together with a cover letter and list of application materials enclosed to the Personnel Office, Macao Polytechnic Institute, Rua Luiz Gonzaga Gomes, Macao. We welcome applications via E-Mail (recruit_staff@ipm.edu.mo). The closing date for applications is 12th October 2012. For further information and “Terms of Academic Appointment”, please refer to http://www.ipm.edu.mo/vacancy. Shortlisted candidates will be required to submit further documentation including testimonials of teaching or working experience and academic publications, etc. All submitted documents will only be used for recruiting purposes and will not be returned. Please note that applicants who do not receive a reply from the MPI Personnel Office by 31st January 2013 may consider their applications to have been unsuccessful on this occasion.

For enquiries Tel: 00853 - 8599 6168 / 8599 6429 / 8599 6247 / 8599 6669